In CTW90], the ATMS resolution mechanisms have been formalized, using the concept of DK-tree. We propose in this paper a new and simple approach based on the xed point theory and an original demonstration of the completeness of these mechanisms. We rst introduce the basic de nitions of terms, sets and functions which are used in the paper and build a lattice. Then, the basic formal tools to describe the ATMS mechanisms are introduced: The notion of DK-Clash (in fact, the inference rule), and a monotonic function, which represents the deduction process and whose least xed point corresponds to the output of an ATMS. We prove the soundness and the completeness (for speci c clauses) of these mechanisms. This demonstration brings to light an original and interesting property, whose applications are discussed at the end of the paper.
Introduction
Our purpose in this paper is to give a semantics to the speci c mechanisms of the ATMS (which allow to produce labels and nogoods). The declarative semantics given by Reiter and De Kleer RK87] de ned the label concept in the ATMS thanks to a natural and simple analogy with the prime implicants/implicates of the Boolean theory, but not the mechanisms which were to be used to produce the prime implicants/implicates. The operational semantics given by FH90] is slightly di erent and deals only with Horn Clauses. Our intention is to propose an operational semantics (similar to the one given for Logical Programming by EK76]) for the speci c deduction process of the ATMS, which takes into account the assumption distinction and the forward chaining strategy in the case of general clauses. Furthermore, our concept of DK-clash provides a new way to compute labels, nogoods and so on: : :
1 An informal introduction to the ATMS The speci c mechanisms of an assumption-based TMS are based upon the distinction between two di erent sets of data (propositional variables), that are supposed to be de ned at the beginning : assumptions and non-assumptions. The basic idea is that the assumptions are the primitive data from which all other data can be derived. They are the parameters which characterize the di erent situations that are to be considered for a given problem, which is described by a set of clauses which are called justi cations.
1. May a given conjunction of assumptions be true, if we want to satisfy the set of justi cations ?
This corresponds to the "nogood" concept in an ATMS : A nogood is a minimal assumption set such that the assumptions that it contains, cannot be true together, with respect to the set of justi cations. Minimal means that if we withdraw an assumption from the set, it is no more inconsistent with the justi cations. (NB : An assumption set which includes a nogood is inconsistent and each inconsistent assumption set includes a nogood); 2. On which assumption sets is some assertion to be believed, if we want to satisfy a given set of justi cations ? This corresponds to the "label" concept in an ATMS : The label of a proposition is a "complete", and "minimal" collection of consistent environments (i.e assumption sets) such that if the justi cations are satis ed and if each assumption of the environment is true, then the proposition is true. Minimal means that there may not be two di erent environments in the label such that one is included in the other. Complete means that each environment that makes the proposition true includes at least an element of the label. The nogood set is often improperly 1 considered as the label of the speci c data ?, which denotes inconsistency.
The main purpose of an ATMS is to answer these two questions by providing the user with the nogood set and the label of every data. In the case of our previous justi cation set, an ATMS will produce : the nogood set : ffB; Dg; fC; Dgg ; the label of b : ffBg; fCgg ; the label of c : ffA; Bg; fA; Cgg ;
To get closer to an homogeneous representation and treatment of labels and nogood set, we may note that the fact that a set of justi cation J leads to an inconsistent environment E = fA 1 ; : : :; A n g, could be simply and equivalently represented by the following associated clause :
In the same way, the fact that an environment F = fB 1 ; : : :; B n g supports a data \b" may be simply and equivalently represented by the following associated clause :
One should note that these clauses have only assumptions in their left part (negated litterals). From now on, such clauses will be called Cats 2 CTW90, CT89, Tay90a, Tay90b]. In our example, the clauses that may be associated to a nogood or to an element of a label are : nogoods : fBD !; CD !g \b" label : fB ! b; C ! bg \c" label : fAB ! c; AC ! cg The minimal set (for subsumption) of all the Cats which are logical consequences of the set of justi cation clearly contains the associated clause of each nogood and each label element 3 , and therefore contains the ATMS usual output: nogoods and labels. The mathematical object we will focus on in this paper is therefore the set of Cats (noted CL(J ) min ) which respects the following properties :
soundness : every element of CL(J ) min should be a logical consequence of J ; completeness : every Cat that is a logical consequence of J should be subsumed by an element of CL(J ) min ; minimality : there should be no element of CL(J ) min that is subsumed by another element of CL(J ) min .
In our example, this set is equal to : CL(J ) min = fBD !; CD !; B ! b; C ! b; AB ! c; AC ! cg and leads immediately to nogoods and labels. 3 In fact it produces more, for we do not limit ourself to the production of Horn Cats. Therefore, the minimal set of all the Cats which are logical consequences of J may hold clauses of the form \AB ! cd" which is the associated clause of an environment fA;Bg that supports the disjunction (c _d). 8P 2 Mparts; 8P 0 2 Mparts; P 4 P 0 , 8c 2 P; 9c 0 2 P 0 such that c 0 b c Re exivity and transitivity are obvious. As to anti-symmetry, it results from the minimality of the elements of Mparts : P 4 P 0 4 P means that 8c 2 P; 9c 0 2 P 0 and c 00 2 P such that c 00 b c 0 b c. Since P is minimal and b is transitive, that implies that c = c 00 . So, c b c 0 and c 0 b c so c = c 0 .Therefore P P 0 . In the same way, (from P 0 4 P 4 P 0 ) it is easily shown that P 0 is included in P; so P 0 = P. Note: We shall use P 0 4 P or P < P 0 indi erently.
3 (Mparts; 4) is a complete lattice , its least element is fg, its greatest is f!g.
Proof :Mparts being nite, it is enough to show that Mparts is a lattice. We shall show that 8P; P 0 2 Mparts; (P P 0 ) min is the least upper bound of fP; P 0 g; we shall note it (P min P 0 ). Every element of P is an element of (P P 0 ) which is subsumed by an element of (P P 0 ) min . In the same way, it is easily shown that (P P 0 ) min < P 0 . So, (P P 0 ) min 5 Obviously re exive, anti-symmetric and transitive. 6 For our purpose, it would be enough to demonstrate that (Mparts; 4) is a pointed partially ordered set.
is an upper bound of fP; P 0 g. We have now to show that (P P 0 ) min is the least upper bound of fP; P 0 g. Let us consider F 2 Mparts; F < P and F < P 0 . Every element of (P P 0 ) min is an element of (P P 0 ), i.e. either an element of P which is subsumed by an element of F, or an element of P 0 which is also subsumed by an element of F. So (P P 0 ) min 4 F.2 The greatest lower bound is somewhat more di cult to build. We shall note it \ min . It is de ned by : P \ min P 0 = (Fclause \ (P d P 0 )) min , where (P d P 0 ) means the set of clauses c d c 0 with c 2 P and c 0 2 P 0 .
Proof : P \ min P 0 2 MParts by construct. Every element c 00 of P \ min P 0 is the value of c d c 0 for some c 2 P and c 0 2 P 0 . So c b c 00 and c 0 b c 00 . It comes P \ min P 0 4 P and P \ min P 0 4 P 0 . Let us show now that P \ min P 0 is the greatest lower bound in MParts. Let P 00 2 Mparts such that P 00 4 P and P 00 4 P 0 . Then each element c 00 of P 00 is subsumed by an element c of P and by an element c 0 of P 0 . So, c 00 is subsumed by c d c 0 , which cannot be a tautology since c 00 belongs to P 00 which is a part of FClause. Therefore, c d c 0 belongs to Fclause \ (P d P 0 ); it is subsumed by a clause of P \ min P 0 . Then, this clause subsumes c 00 and P 00 4 (P \ min P 0 We rst de ne labels and nogoods with respect to a set of justi cations J :
The nogood set is the set of assumption sets such that :
1. ! is a logical consequence of J .
2. If and 0 are in the nogood set and 0 , then = 0 .
3. If 0 ! is a logical consequence of J , then there is an 00 in the nogood set such that 00 0 .
A label of a proposition x is the set of consistent assumption sets such that : 1. ! x is a logical consequence of J .
2. If and 0 are in the label and 0 , then = 0 .
3. If 0 ! x is a logical consequence of J with 0 consistent, then there is an 00 in the label such that 00 0 . In both cases, we remind the reader of what we need in order to produce labels and nogoods is the minimal set of Horn Cats which are logical consequences of J . For completeness reasons, the mechanisms that we de ne hereunder will not produce this set but a superset of it : The minimized set of Cats (not only Horn Cats) that are logical consequences of J .
The notion of DK-clash
Let us rst introduce informally the notion of DK-Clash. The clause aBcD ! eF means that if a, B, c and D are true, then e or F is true. Our purpose is to determine the data sets h is a clause a 1 : : :a n ! , element of Clause; L is a tuple of n Cats of Clause :
{ l 1 = 1 ! a 1 1 , { l 2 = 2 ! a 2 2 , { : : : { l n = n ! a n n , where i , i and denote sets of propositional variables with a i 6 2 i and i included in Assum. It is easily shown that r is a Cat and a logical consequence of the leaves of the DK-Clash. We shall write r = <(h; L). See gure 1.
A speci c property of the DK-Clash concept will now be presented; its utility will appear only in further sections. Informally, the question that we will consider is : If we look at a given DK-Clash (h; L), whose root is r, and if a \better" set L 0 of laterals is provided (i.e the clauses from L 0 subsume the clauses from L), what can we say about (h; L 0 ) ? Is it a DK-Clash ? If it is, what is its root ? We will rst look at two examples :
Example 4.1 Taking back our DK-Clash of gure 1, we consider that, instead of the lateral AC ! cf, the clause A ! f is available. c was the resolved symbol in AC ! cf but it has disappeared in A ! f. That is why it is not possible to build a DK-Clash with this clause instead of AC ! cf. However, there is an interesting result : A ! f directly subsumes the root ABC ! eFf. From a logical point of view, though the DK-Clash has become useless, we have got a \better" result (the new clause). 
DK-Clash and resolution principle
A short comparison with the resolution principle will provide an illustration of this new concept. Let us consider the example in gure 1. An equivalent deduction is presented in gure 2, as it could have been performed with the resolution principle. As a rst approximation, we could say that the root r of the DK-Clash (h; L) is the clause that we could derive if we applied the resolution principle n times : Between the head h and the lateral l 1 , to produce a clause r 1 , then between r 1 and l 2 , to produce r 2 ,: : :, at the end between r n?1 and l n to produce r n = r (In fact, it is not exactly so; the result of n such resolutions may strictly subsume the root of the DK-Clash. See below). What is the advantage of such a concept ? Suppose that we want to perform the possible deductions using the rule aBcD ! eF. As it has been told, our purpose is to produce Cats and only Cats. We do not produce any clause if there is not an available lateral for each literal in the antecedent of h. For example, if we do not know that the Cat AB ! ae is available (or any Cat with an occurrence of a in the consequent), we will not do anything. Deduction about aBcD ! eF will be delayed until such a Cat has been derived from other rules.
If there is a lateral for each literal in the antecedent of the head, there will be a DK-Clash
and its root will be derived. Here, the DK-Clash provides a kind of heuristics to achieve this deduction : Given n laterals and the head, we perform in a single step the n operations which produce the root. An unrestricted application of the resolution principle could lead to much more work and to a lot of created clauses which are not Cats: n applications between h and l i (to produce n clauses h i ), n:(n ? 1)=2 applications between h i and l j , j 6 = i (to produce n:(n ? 1)=2 clauses h ij ), n:(n ? 1):(n ? 2)=6 applications between h ij and l k , j 6 = i, j 6 = k, i 6 = k, and so on: : :In our example, even if we look only at the two last laterals (AC ! cf and ! D), the clauses aABCD ! efF, aABC ! efF, aBc ! eF are not taken into account in the DK-Clash, though they are valid inferences.
On the other hand, the DK-Clash has a drawback : the computation of the root is the most simple one (this is a good point), but it is not the most e cient. For example, to compute the root of the DK-Clash (aA !; fA ! a; ! Ag), we perform a work which is equivalent to two applications of the resolution principle to get the root A !, though a more interesting clause (!) could be derived, also with two resolutions (aA ! with A ! a, then A ! with ! A). But in fact, this drawback is not speci c to the DK-Clash inference rule : It is a problem of strategy;
we have to perform a rst DK-Clash (aA !; fA ! ag) whose root is A ! (one resolution), then the DK-Clash (! A; fA !g) whose root is ! (one other resolution). This problem of strategy is exactly the same in pure resolution.
? J function
The function ? J is de ned from Mparts to Mparts. Our purpose is to show that this xed point is the minimal set of fundamental Cats which are logical consequences of J .
Logical aspects
We give hereafter some important results. Proof : Let ! be a clause of CL(J ) which is not subsumed by an element of J . Let us suppose that there is no DK-Clash ( ! ; f 0 ! 0 g; : : :g) such that the root is ! . This may be for three reasons :
1. There is no possible head; formally, there is no ! in J such that (according to the de nition of the DK-Clash, the consequent of the head must be included in the consequent of the root). In this case, the set (( ! 2J ) ? )
is a model of J and is not a model of ! (since \ = ?). This is contradictory with our hypothesis ! 2 CL(J ).
2. There is a clause ! in J with = ? and . This is contradictory with our hypothesis that ! is not subsumed by an element of J . 3. Otherwise, there is a clause for the head but there is a missing lateral : let ! be the clause in J such that and 6 = ?; there is one g 2 such that there is no lateral 0 ! 0 g with 0 and 0 in CL(J ). In particular, ! g is not in CL(J ). This is contradictory with our hypothesis ! 2 CL(J ). 2 6 Application : \Deterministic" proof of any Cat 6.1 Proof algorithm Thanks to our previous theorem and to the associated lemmas, we are able to propose a \determin-istic" algorithm for the proof of any fundamental Cat, logical consequence of J . This algorithm does not use backtracking and nds a solution which is not necessarily optimal. The main points of this algorithm come directly from the proofs of the lemmas 5.1 and 5.2 :
1. Let us consider a fundamental Cat: ! . According to Lemma 5.1, ! is a logical consequence of J if and only if it is either : subsumed by an element of J (trivial case) ; or the root of a DK-Clash whose head is in J and whose laterals are tautologies or elements of CL(J ). This case is more tricky. Having found an arbitrary justi cation ! such that , (it will be the head of our DK-Clash), we have to nd laterals :
{ If ! is e ectively a logical consequence of J , then, for every literal g in , each ! g is necessarily a logical consequence of J , and is a possible lateral ; { Conversely, if each ! g is a logical consequence of J , as it is a possible lateral, then ! should be a logical consequence of J (Lemma 5.1). Therefore, the laterals will simply be the ! g, for every literal g in . The problem is then reduced to the proof that every ! g is a logical consequence of J (problem which may be tackled recursively ) or a tautology (trivial). In fact the Lemma 5.1 makes possible some improvements :
Before the beginning of the proof of ! (the initial clause), we shall withdraw every justi cation whose consequent contains an element of , or whose left part contains an element of .
When we want to prove the lateral 0 ! 0 g, we shall withdraw every justi cation whose left part contains g.
The reduction mechanism is also very interesting to cut subtrees in the deduction process : In the above example, the lateral A B C ! A b c of gure 3 (which is here a tautology but which could be also the root of a big subtree) disappears in gure 4 and is not to be developed, once we have developed the other lateral. We have developped this way a complete set of techniques to compute labels, interpretations, extensions,: : :, in backward chaining. An implementation of these algorithms with these improvements and some other ones has been performed and proved to be very e cient. Furthermore, we have developed some other models of \backward-clash" : A general clash summarizes their common theoretic properties, while speci c models provide either better e ciency in pure theorem proving or ATMS related functionalities. For example, the constraint \the consequent of the head is included in the consequent of the root" may be replaced by a similar constraint upon the antecedent part. This is only a simple change but it modi es the structure of deduction trees and allows to compute other useful concepts than labels and nogoods. But it was not our purpose to develop this subject here. We just intended to give an application of the formal principles that were proposed in the previous sections.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have developed an operational semantics for a generalized ATMS whose set of justi cation is not limited (including tautologies, non-Horn clauses: : :). The task of our ATMS is to build the least xed point of our function ? J . We have shown that this process is sound and complete. In fact, we have found something more : First, the completeness demonstration does not use the resolution principle completeness. Furthermore, thanks to the powerful notion of DK-Clash and to its properties, we have introduced an interesting (\deterministic") algorithm for a propositional prover, which would be able to prove whether a fundamental Cat is a logical consequence of the set of justi cations or not. This algorithm is not speci cally adapted to the ATMS and may be used without the notion of Cat or assumption (NAssum = ?).
As a future work, we are considering the extension of this formalism to rst order logic and an illustration of the theoretical properties in a concrete implementation.
